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Comparison of the Performance of the V. S. Sleamers.Miss~sdppl, ~:::, 
hanna, and Powhatan. ,:: ~:~ 

By the kindness of one of the engineers attached to the Japan Squadz: 
ron ia 1854, we are enabled to present an interesting comparison of [h~e .... 
performance of the above; named steamers, abstracted from their steam "~ 
logs, during a cruise, side by side, from Leo Choo to Japan, February 
7th to 13th, 1854, (luring the whole of which time they were within 
hailing distance, and, of course, influenced by the same winds, currents, 
&c. It is rarely that such opportunities occur, or that when they do 
occur, such accounts are kept of the conditions of the engineering de,. 
partment as can be relied upon. Taken in connexion with the dimen..' 
sions, &c., of the respective vessels previously furnished in this Journal, 
the abstract given below will not be devoid of interest or inshuction. 

Sleamer MississippL 

Date. 

-,-K 

] " 9 
t " 10, 
] " l l ,  
I " I2, 

,r . t  ~tealll pressure 
iNo'ur~ or / iJl Doum}s 
steammg.!per square iuch. 

U 
12 10'$5 
24 9'20 
24 6'33 

8"43 
24 l 11"90 
11 ~ '} 12"lS 

Revolutions 
per 

]'n { i1 i | t e .  

8"74 
8'60 
9'67 
8"93 
8'61 
7'76 

'ound 
of 

coal. 

2560 
2174 
1583 
2230 
3O30 
2804 

]~er hOUr. 

Speed, 
n feet o 
wheels. 

45,033 
44,250 
49,627 
45,827 
44,738 
39,976 

Speed, 
n feet of 

ship. 

3 8 , 6 3 5  
43,379 i 
48,845 J 
41,532 
34,489 
23,297 

~lip of ] 
dleei ~ |  
per et. ] 

14"2 1 
0.5 
0.4 ] 
9.3 : 

22.9 
41.7" | 

Steamer Pow]~atan. 

l 121 S, 
~t 9~ 
" 10, 

" 12, 

13 
24 
24 
24 
23 
10 

12'60 
11"16 

]0"71 
12"43 
11'64 

8'58, 
9'1t 
9'77 
8'86 
8'84 
7"78 

3231 
3411 
2523 
3183 
3990 
3359 

46,630 .~5,820 2.~.0 t 
4u,~8 43,379 I 12.5-~ 
53,096 48,845 8,'0 . 
4s,69~ 4t,53~ 14.7 ] 
48,310 35,980' I 25:5 1 
41,392" 23,297 I '  43~7 : 

F~b. 7, 13 
8, 24 

" 9, 24 
" I0, 24 
" 11, |  24 
- 12,/ 11 

9"46 
9"32 
9"92 
9'46 
9"92 
9'64 

Sleamer Susquehanna. 

9.04 3241 ]47,600 i 
9-32 2970 I 49,462 I 
8.S6 3475 / 5 t , 6 ! 4  I 
9.ZO 3o10 | 5o,818, t 
8.86 3975 147,o54 I 
7.99 3682 1 42,426 t 

35,8 o I 
43m9 I 1~'3 1 

5"3 48,845 ] 18.3 1 
41,532 ] 
34,489 ] 26'7 1 
23,297 t 45"1 ] 

Af)e~ages, , s =°/=°t 
Powhatan, • ] 11"60 8.96 3248 48,78i 39,982 ] 1 8 : 0 ~ - [  

39,~48 1 , s . ~  '~] Susquehanna, . ] 9-63 8"96 3310 48;840 

From the above tables it will be seen, that the performance of the 
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Powhalan and Susquehanna was nearly identical, but slightly in favor of 
the latter, and that in both, the slip was over 50 per cent. more than in 
the .Mississippi. The draft of water and dip of the wheels was not noted 
on any of the logs, which prevents our knowing the displacement of 
the vessels; it is however probable, that all of them drew the average 
on sea service, and, therefore, that the comparison of their performance 
is a fair one. M. 

For thc ffournM of the.Franklin Institute. 

Experiments on Ule Paddle Wheels of the U. S. Steam Frigate ",Missis. 
sippi," to Determine the Influence Exerled on their Slip by the Omission 
of every other Paddle. By B. F. IsnErtwoon, Chf. Eng. U. S. N. 

During the Mediterranean cruise of the U. S. steam frigate "~lissis. 
s/ppi," in the years 1849, 1850, and 1851, an experiment was made by 
her chief engineer, Jesse E. Gray, U. S. N., to determine the influence 
on the slip of her paddle wheels by the omission of every other paddle. 

The "zltississippi" had occasion, in the course of this cruise, to make 
a number of short passages between Spezzia and Leghorn, along " the 
tideless shores of the Mediterranean," a distance of 37~ geographical 
miles of 6085 feet. These passages were all made in fine weather with 
light airs and smooth sea. The results were reasonably unitbrm; the 
vessel's draft of water and the immersion of the paddles not varying 
enough through.ut to sensibly affect them. The mean of eight passages, 
made with the full number of twentyTone paddles in each wheel, the 
total number of revolutions made by the wheels being taken by a counter, 
gives accurate data for the slip with the paddle wheels in their normal 
condition. After seven passages had been thus made, with considerable 
intervals of time between them, every other paddle was removed, reduc- 
ing the number to eleven in each wheel in place of twenty-one, neces- 
sarily leaving two in their original juxtaposition from the odd (21) 
number of the original paddles. One passage was made with the paddles 
in this condition with weather quite as fine and under circumstances quite 
as favorable as before ; the total number of revoIutions made by the 
wheels was ascertained by the counter as before. This last performance 
was not repeated fi'om prudential motives, for the concussion and shock 
on the water of the entering paddles, now that they were removed so 
far apart, produced so excessive a vibration and shaking of every part 
of the vessel as to be very uncomfortable to the persons on board :~the 
paddles struck the water as though it were a solid rather than a fluid 
substance. And this was the more remarkable, because with the twenty- 
one paddles in each wheel not the slightest vibration of the hull had ever 
been experienced from the action of the machinery; the ".Mississippi" 
being noted for solidity and steadiness. The alternate paddles were 
now restored, and during the last passage between the same points and 
~mder the same conditions of weather, &c., as betbre, the first results were 
again obtained; the vibration and shaking of the hull and the violent 


